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Abstract 

 This research aimed to analytically study the use of Khmer words in three literary works 

of Prince Dhammadhibet: Kap He Rue, Nirat Thanthongdeang and Nirat Thansok. The research 

method was carried out through textual analysis by a close reading method. Moreover, word 

forms and meanings of Khmer words were also analyzed. The findings were as follows:  

 In Kap He Rue, use of 60 Khmer words was found. Having analyzed the word forms, it was 

found that there were 26 words that retained the original forms, 11 words that changed consonant 

forms, 10 words that changed vowel forms, and 13 words that changed consonant and vowel 

forms. Having analyzed the meanings, it was found that there were 35 words with the original 

meaning, 15 words with the narrow meaning, and 10 words with the transformed meaning.   

 In Nirat Thanthongdeang, use of 157 Khmer words was found. Having analyzed the word 

forms, it was found that there were 48 words that retained the original form, 39 words that 

changed consonant forms, 24 words that changed vowel forms, and 36 words that changed 

consonant and vowel forms. Having analyzed the meanings, it was found that there were 122 

words with the original meaning, 25 words with the norrow meaning, and 10 words with the 

transformed meaning.  

In Nirat Thansok, use of 178 Khmer words was found. Having analyzed the word forms, it 

was found that there were 65 words that retained the original form, 37 words that changed 

consonant forms, 40 words that vowel forms and 35 words that changed consonant and vowel 

forms. Having analyzed the meanings, it was found that there were 146 words with the original 

meaning, 27 words with the narrow meaning, and 5 words with the transformed meaning.   
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The results also revealed that Khmer words appearing in these three Thai literary works 

concerned word forms and meanings. Some of them maintained the original forms and some 

were changed. This research can be used as a case study of features of Khmer loanwords adopted 

in the Thai language and literatures.  

Keywords:    Khmer words, form, meaning 

 

1. Rationale and Background 

Khmer language is a language of a neighboring country of Thailand that has influenced the 

Thai language for a long time, since the Sukhothai period, which was the era of the formation of 

“Thai Kingdom” of Thai people. The influence of Khmer language on Thai language had a 

significant impact on Thai literary circles during that time, since “language” was a tool in creating 

literary works. This is evident from the usage of Khmer words also found in one of the well-known 

Thai literary works during Sukhothai period entitled, “Trai bhumikatha or Traibhumipraruang”. 

For example, กระแจะ กระเชอ  เกลอ  ขดาน จังหัน  จ าเริญ  ตระการ  ท าเนียม ส าคัญ ส ารับ ส าเร็จ  อังคาส  

Such evidence indicates the important role of Khmer words in Sukhothai literature no less than 

those of Pali and Sanskrit, which influence the religious beliefs of Buddhism and Brahmanism. 

Until the Ayutthaya period, the kingdom of Khmer or Kampuchea (Cambodia) was 

deteriorating; however, the popularity of the usage of Khmer words in the world of literature still 

remained the same.  

According to the acknowledgement page of the Khmer Dord dictionary in Thai: The 55th 

Anniversary of the Establishment of Thai-Cambodian Diplomatic Relations (Santhi Phakdikham 

2006), Mr. Thech Boonnaak, Chairman of Thai-Cambodian Association, mentioned loanwords from 

Khmer. He pointed out the importance of ‘Khmer language’ in Jindamanee book that Khmer 

language has its own features that are different from loanwords borrowed from other languages 

in Thai. Thai language borrows many Khmer words to use in both royal language and daily life.  

Khmer words had a significant impact on Thai literary works during late Ayutthaya period, 

especially in using Khmer words for prosody in Nirat Thanthongdeang. Most Khmer words were 
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used for creating prosody, which creates and connects the rhymes within the same line of the 

poem. For example, there were 43 words used for prosody between the consonants in the same 

line. There were 149 words used for creating descriptions of scenes, or expressing the emotions 

of the poet, describing the beauty of women in the story, and explaining or telling the story, 

respectively.  

As for using Khmer words for prosody in Nirat Thansok, most of Khmer words were also 

used for creating prosody, which creates and connects the rhymes within the same line of the 

poem. For example, there were 51 words used for prosody between the consonants in the same 

line. There were 178 words used for describing the beauty of women in the story, creating 

descriptions of scenes, expressing the emotions of the poet, and explaining or telling the story, 

respectively (Chawnuam, 2016, 111-112). 

The objectives of this research were to analyze Khmer words that appeared in Thai literary 

works, namely Kap He Rue, Nirat Thanthongdeang, and Nirat Thansok, in terms of word forms and 

meanings in order to identify any changes to Khmer words over time in Thai literature.  

Besides having the analytical skill in literary appreciation, the “close reading” method used 

in this study also provides the benefit of a better understanding of the influential languages, 

especially Khmer that play an important role in Thai literary works.  

  

2. Research Objectives 

 To identify and analyze the usage of Khmer words presented in the literary works of Prince 

Dhammadhibet: Kap He Rue, Nirat Thanthongdeang, and Nirat Thansok, specifically focused on 

word forms and meaning.  

  

3. Research Hypotheses  

 The presence of the Khmer words found in the literary works of Prince Dhammadhibet: 

Kap He Rue, Nirat Thanthongdeang, and Nirat Thansok, contains word forms and meanings with 

particular features that appear in the stories. The primary data indicates the significant usage of 
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Khmer words in the three literary works, since the Khmer words were the most influential in Thai 

literature during the late Ayutthaya period. 

In this case, the researcher hypothesized that there were many Khmer words present that 

might retain the original word forms, while others might transfer or change the consonants and 

vowels. When considering meaning, most of Khmer words might retain the original meaning, while 

some of them might change by narrowing or transforming the meaning. 

 In order to identify which words were Khmer, the researcher selected Khmer words 

identified in the following two academic texts, which are recognized sources on Khmer 

vocabulary:  

1) Orawan Boonyarit and Department of Oriental Languages. Khmer Rouge in Thai. 

1st ed. Translated from ‘Les élément khmers dans la formation de la langue 

siamoise by Worasarin Uraisri (Professor Emeritus). Bangkok: Faculty of 

Archeology, Silpakorn University, 2010.    

2) Phakdeekham Santi.  Khmer Word Dictionary in Thai: The 55th Anniversary of 

the Establishment of Thai-Cambodian Diplomatic Relations. 1st ed. Bangkok: 

Amarin Printing & Publishing Public Co. Ltd., 1996.   

 

 The researcher selected these two academic books as research tools for identifying Khmer 

words for the analysis of word forms and meanings of Khmer words that appeared in the three 

literary works in this study.  

 

4. Scope of the Study 

This study focused on three literary works of Prince Dhammadhibet: Kab He Rue, Nirat 

Thongdeang, and Nirat Thansok, Volume 3, published by the Department of Fine Arts, Silpakorn 

University, Bangkok, 2002.  

 

5. Definitions of Terms 
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Key terms used in this study are defined as follows: 

 5.1 Cambodia refers to the context of country name. 

 5.2 Khmer refers to the context of language, culture, traditions such as Khmer language 

and Khmer culture.  

 5.3 Khmer words refers to root words that are derived from Khmer languages, according 

to the research hypothesis no.3 from the Academic books.  

 5.4 The analysis of word forms refers to root words that are derived from Khmer and 

Cambodian languages. 

5.5 Words that retain original form refers to Khmer words appearing in the literary works 

in this study in which the form remains the same. However, both tone markers and vowels in 

Khmer and Thai languages are not being used to distinguish the feature differences of word forms 

in this study.  

5.6 Words that change the consonant forms refers to Khmer words appearing in the 

literary works in this study in which any changes occur through the process of words changing 

consonants, such as changing forms, adding, reducing, and eliminating consonants.  

 

 5.7 Words that change the vowel forms refers to Khmer words that appeared in the 

literary works in this study in which any changes occur through process of words changing vowels, 

such as changing forms, adding, shortening, and eliminating vowels.  

5.8 Words that change both consonant and vowel forms refers to Khmer words 

appearing in the literary works in this study in which any changes occur through the process of 

words and vowel changing, such as changing forms, adding, reducing or shortening, and eliminating 

both consonants and vowels.  

5.9 The analysis of meaning refers to the identification of Khmer words that appeared 

in the text depending on whether or not they retained original meaning or transformed it. 
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5.10 Words that retain original meaning refers to the identification of Khmer words that 

follow the criteria in academic textbooks, Item 3. According to the hypothesis, it is found that the 

meaning of those Khmer words that appeared in the texts retain the original meaning. 

5.11 Words that narrowed in meaning refers to the identification of Khmer words that 

follow the criteria in academic textbooks, Item 3. According to the hypothesis, it is found that the 

meaning of those Khmer words that appeared in the texts have narrowed in meaning from the 

original meaning in Khmer language.  

 5.12 Words that transformed in meaning refers to Khmer words that follow the criteria 

in academic textbooks, Item 3. According to the hypothesis, it is found that the meaning of those 

Khmer words that appeared in the texts have transformed in meaning from the original meaning 

in Khmer language.  

 

6. Significance of the Study 

This study was intended to show how the Khmer words presented in the Thai literary 

works of Kab He Rue, Nirat Thanthongdeang and Nirat Thansok can result in potential benefits 

that come from an exploration of this academic study. Also, this study lays the groundwork for 

further research on the loanwords from Khmer language in Thai literary works.  

 

7. Results and Discussion 

 7.1 Results of the Study 

 Regarding the analysis of Khmer words that appeared in the literary works of Prince 

Dhammadhibet, namely Kap He Rue, Nirat Thanthongdeang, and Nirat Thansok, the results 

confirm the hypothesis that Khmer words had significant influence in Thai literary works during 

the late of Ayutthaya period. Due to the fact that Prince Dhammadhibet was one of the most 

famous poets during that period, the three Nirat literary works of Prince Dhammadhibet were 

widely accepted because of its content and literary values. The summary of the results of this 

study through textual analysis by close reading method were analyzed as follows: 
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  7.1.1 The Analysis of Khmer words in Kap He Rue 

        There were 60 Khmer words appeared in Kap He Rue (Napat Chawnaum, 2017, 30-

32). The analysis was divided into word forms and meaning as follows:  

1) The Analysis of Word Forms 

               Regarding the analysis of Khmer words that appeared in the text, there were 26 

words that retained the original meaning. For example, กราย (ក្រាយ/ กฺราย)  แกม  (កែម/ แกม)  ขจร  

(ខ្ចរ/ ขฺจร)เฉียง  (ឆ ៀង/ เฉียง)  ชวย (ជួយ/ ชวย)  ทรง (ក្ររង់/ ทฺรง่)  นาง  (នាង/ นาง)  นึก  (នឹែ/ นึก)  เพราะ  

(ឆក្ររោះ/ เพฺราะ)  ไพร (ព្ក្រៃ/ ไพฺร)  สงวน  (ស្ងួន/ สฺงวน)  อร  (អរ/ อร) 

Concerning words that change consonant forms, 6 words were found in Kap 
He Rua in which the first consonant changed, 4 words were found in which the final consonant 
changed, and 1 word was found in which the final consonant was eliminated. There were a total 
of 11 Khmer words that changed the consonant forms in this text. For example,  คิด (គិត/ คิด)  เดิร 
(ឆ ើរ/ เฎีร)  ตราตรู  (ក្រាក្រតូវ/ ตฺราตฺรูว)   ฝูง (ហ្វូង/ หฺวูง)  เสด็จ (ឆស្េច/ เสฺฎจ) 

         Concerning words that change vowel forms, 5 words were found that added 
vowels, and 6 words that changed vowels. There were a total of 10 words that changed vowel 
forms. For example, กรอง (ក្រែង/ กฺรง)  ทรวง  (ក្ររូង/ ทฺรวง)  ไพเราะ (ៃិឆ ោះ/ พิเราะ)  วังเวง (វឆងវង/ วงฺเวง)  
ส าอาง (សំ្អាង/ ส อาง)  

Concerning words that change both consonant and vowel forms, including 
adding, reducing or shortening both consonant and vowels, 13 words were found in Kap He Rua. 

For example, กระบวน (ែបូន/ กฺฺบวน)   ขวัญ (ខួ្រ/ ขวร)  ครึกครื้น (គក្រគឹែគឆក្រគង/ คคฺรึกคเคฺรง)  จ านง (ចំណង់/ 

จ ณง่)  ดิน ( ី/ ฎี) บังอร (ប្អូន/ บฺอูน)  ล าดวน (រ ួំល/ ร ฎวล)  
 

2) The Analysis of Meaning 
Concerning Khmer words that retain original meaning, there were 35 words 

that appeared in Kap He Rua. For example, กรอง กลิ่น ขจร ควร ดิน นาง ใน ร าเพย เรียง ล าดวน เสด็จ 
Regarding Khmer words that narrowed in meaning, there were 15 words found in the text. For 
example, ขวัญ จับ ตราตรู ต้อง ถนอม พร้อม มุข สงวน ส าอาง As for Khmer words that transform 
meaning, there were 10 words observed in the text. For example, ชวย  ตระหลบ ทรวง บังอร วังเวง 
อร  

7.1.2 The Analysis of Khmer words in Nirat Thanthongdeang 
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           There were 157 Khmer words that appeared in Kap He Rue (Chawnaum, 2017, 39-
44). The analysis was divided into word forms and meanings as follows:  

1) The Analysis of Word Forms 
                Regarding the analysis of Khmer words that appeared in Nirat 

Thanthongdeang, there were 48 words that retained the original form. For example, กราบ (ក្រាប្/ 
กฺราบ)  ขึง (ខឹ្ង/ ขึง)  โค (ឆោ/ โค)  เฉพาะ (ឆ ព្ ោះ/ เฉฺพาะ)  ตุกแก (តុែកែ/ ตุกแก)  นาง (នាង/ นาง)  เนา (ឆៅ/ 
เนา)  พวก (ៃួែ/ พวก)  เพราะ (ឆក្ររោះ/ เพฺราะ)  ไพร (ព្ក្រៃ/ ไพฺร)  มาน (មាន/ มาน)  เรียง (ឆរៀង/ เรียง)  สงวน 
(ស្ងួន/ สฺงวน) 

Concerning words that changed consonant forms, there were 19 words where 
the first consonant changed, 15 words where the final consonant changed, 2 words that 
eliminated the final consonant, 1 word that reduced the double final consonant and the first 
consonant changed, and 1 word that added the first and reduced the final consonants. There 
were a total of 38 words that changed the consonant forms in this text. For example กราน (ក្រាល/ 
กฺราล)  กวด (ែួត/ กวต)  ขนุน  (ខ្នុរ/ ขฺนุร)  ดล ( ល់/ ฎล)่   เดิร (ឆ ើរ/ เฎีร)  ตรู (ក្រតូវ/ ตฺรูว)  ไทร (ព្ក្រជ/ ไชฺร)  
แพ (កែ/ แผ)  เล่น (ឆលង/ เลง)  โลด (ឆោត/ โลต)  สนุก (ស្ស្ណុែ/ สฺรณุก)  สบาย (ស្ប្ាយ/ สบฺบาย)  สลวย
(ស្ស្ួយ/ สฺรวย)     สะอาด (ស្អអ ត/ สฺอาต)  เสด็จ (ឆស្េច/ เสฺฎจ)  เสนาะ (ស្ស្ឆ ោះ/ สฺรเณาะ)  

Concerning Khmer words that changed vowel form, there were 11 words that 
changed vowel forms, 9 words that added vowels, and 4 words that eliminated vowel forms. 
There were a total of 24 words that appeared in this text. For example, กรม (ក្រែុម/ กฺรุม)  กรอง 
(ក្រែង/ กฺรง)  กล าเพาะ (ាល ំរែ់/ กฺล าพาก่)  ขลัง (ខ្ល ំង/ ขฺล าง)  จอก (ចែ/ จก)  ชงโค (ឆជើងឆោ/ เชีงโค)  เตรจ็  
(ក្រាច់/ ตฺราจ่)  พะงา  (ៃំងា/ พ งา)  พะพาน  (ៃរន/ พพาน)  ระวาง  (រវាង/ รวาง)  วังเวง  (វឆងវង/ วงฺเวง)  
ส าอาง (សំ្អាង/ ส อาง)  เสมอสมาน (ឆស្មើស្អម ន/ เสฺมีสฺมาน)   

Concerning Khmer words that changed both consonant and vowel forms, 
including adding, reducing, and shortening both consonants and vowels, there were 46 words that 
appeared in Nirat Thanthongdeang. For example, กระจง (ែឆ្ជោ ង/ กญฺโจฺรง)  กระจายกระจุย (ខ្ច យ
ខ្ោ យ/ ขฺจายขฺชาย)  กระทา (រទា/ ทฺทา)  กระทิง (ខ្ទីង/ ขฺทีง)  กระบือ (ក្រែបី្/ กฺรบี)  กระหวัด (ក្រែវាត់/ กฺรวาต่)  
ฉมัน (ស្អម ន់/ สฺมาน่)  ชเอม (ឆ ើកអម/ เฌีแอม)  ดองดึง ( ង ឹង/ ฎงฎึง)  ดิน ( ី/ ฎ)ี  ตระการ (ក្រតាល/ ตฺรกาล)  
ตะเพียน ( ពិន/ ฉฺพิน)  ทั้งหลาย (ទំាងឡាយ/ ท างฬาย) ธ ารง ( ំរង់/  ฎ รง่)  นักสนม (អនែស្នំ/ อฺนกสฺน )  พนม (ភ្នំ/ 
ภฺน ) ระมาด (រមាស្/ รมาส)  ลมั่ง (រមំាង/ รม าง)  ละคร (ឆោោ ន/ โลฺขน)  สดับ (ស្អេ ប់្/ สฺฎาบ่)  สะอาด (ស្អអ ត/     สฺ
อาต) ส าราญ (សំ្ ល/ ส ราล) 
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2) The Analysis of Meaning 
Concerning Khmer words that retained their original meaning, there were 122 

words that appeared in Nirat Thanthongdeang. For example, กรอง กระจง กระทิง กระบือ กล าเพาะ 
กลิ่น ก าจาย กูบ ขนุน โค จบ ฉับ เฉพาะ โฉด ชงโค ช่วย เชิง ดล ดองดึง เดิร ตุกแก ทั้งหลาย ธ ารง นักสนม นาง 
เนา ฝูง พงา พนม เพราะ แพ ไพร ระมาด ระวาง เรียง ละคอน เล่น โลด สดับ ส าราญ เสด็จ เสร็จ Regarding 
Khmer words that narrowed in meaning, there were 25 words found in the text. For example, กรม 
กระแบก กระหวัด กราน กัด ขนด ขลัง ตรู เถลิงพร้อม สอาด ส าอาง As for Khmer words that transformed 
in meaning, there were 10 words observed in the text. For example, กง ขัน ตระการ เตร็จ แปลก วังเวง 
สลวย อ่อน 

7.1.3 The Analysis of Khmer words in Nirat Thansok 
There were 178 Khmer words that appeared in Nirat Thansok (Chawnuam, 2017m 

58-64). The analysis of Khmer words can be divided into word forms and meanings as follows: 
1) The Analysis of Word Form 
According to the analysis, there were 177 Khmer words that appeared in Nirat 

Thansok. There were 66 out of 177 words that retained their original forms. For example, กร า บ 
(ក្រាប្/ กฺราบ)  กรุง  (ក្រែុង/ กฺรุง) กูบ (ែូប្/ กูบ)  แกม (កែម/ แกม)  ขจร (ខ្ចរ/ ขฺจร)  ขนง (ខ្នង/ ขฺนง)  ควร (គួរ/ 
ควร)  โค (ឆោ/ โค)  เฉพาะ (ឆ ព្ ោះ/ เฉฺพาะ)  ชาญ (ជាញ/ ชาญ)  ถวาย (ថ្វវ យ/ ถฺวาย)  เถาะ (ឆថ្វោះ/ เถาะ)  ทรง 
(ក្ររង់/ ทฺรง่)  เทียบ (ឆរៀប្/ เทียบ)  นาง (នាង/ นาง)  นึก (នឹែ/ นึก)  ผลาญ (ផ្លល ញ/ ผฺลาญ)  พรุย(ក្រៃុយ/ พฺรุย)  
เพรง (ឆក្រៃង/ เพฺรง)  ยล (យល់/ ยล่)  รก า (រាំ/ รก า)  ราบ ( ប្/ ราบ)  ลาญ (ោញ/ ลาญ)  เลง (ឆលង/ เลง)  
สรวล (ស្ស្ួល/ สฺรวล)  เสร็จ (ឆស្ស្ច/ เสฺรจ)  อร (អរ/ อร)  อาจ (អាច/ อาจ)  เอง (ឯង/ เอง)  

               Concerning Khmer words that changed consonant forms, there were 18 words 
where the first consonant changed, 8 words where the final consonant changed, 6 words where 
the first and final consonant changed, 3 words that eliminated the first consonant, 1 word that 
added final consonant, 1 word that eliminated the final consonant, and 1 word that added the 
consonant (double ร). There were 37 words total. For example, กราน (ក្រាល/ กฺราล)  กุญ  (ែុរ/ กุร)  
เกิด  (ឆែើត/ เกีต)  คลาศคลา  (ឃ្លល តឃ្លល / ฆฺลาตฆฺลา)   คิด (គិត/ คิต)  จรด (ក្រចត់/ จฺรต่)  จวบ(ជួប្/ ชวบ)  ฉลู 
( លូវ/ ฉฺลูว)  ดล ( ល់/ ฎล่)  เดิร (ឆ ើរ/ เฎีร)  ตรู (ក្រតូវ/ ตฺรูว)  ปราบ (ក្រាប្/ บฺราบ)  ฝูง (ហ្វូង/ หฺวูง)  พิดทูล 
(ៃិតរូល/ พิตทูล)  เพลิง (ឆភ្លើង/ เภฺลีง)  สนุก (ស្ស្ណុែ/ สฺรณุก)  สบาย (ស្ប្ាយ/ สบฺบาย)  เสด็จ (ឆស្េច/ 
เสฺฎจ)  แสดง (កស្េង/ แสฺฎง) 
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Concerning Khmer words that changed vowel forms, there were 40 words 
found in Nirat Thansok. In this text, there were 22 words that added vowel forms, 21 words that 
changed vowel forms, 2 words that both added and changed vowel forms, and 1 word that 
eliminated vowel forms. For example,  กรม (ក្រែុម/ กฺรุม)  กังวล (ែងវល់/ กงฺวล่)   ครอง (ក្រគង/ คฺรง)  

จ าลอง (ចំលង/ จ ลง)  ฉลอง ( លង/ ฉฺลง)  ช าระ (ជំរោះ/ ช ระ)  ตระโพก (ក្រតឆរែ/ ตฺรโพก)  ทรวง (ក្ររូង/ ทฺรูง)   
พงา (ៃំងា/ พ งา)  พร้อม (ក្រៃម/ พฺรม)  เพราะ (ៃិឆ ោះ/ พิเราะ)  ระวาง (រវាង/ รวาง) ร าพึง (រៃឹំង/ ร พึง)  ลม่อม 
(លមម/ ลฺมม)  ละออง (លអង/ ลฺอง)  วังเวง (វឆងវង/ วงฺเวง)  สะอาด (ស្អអ ត/ สฺอาต)  เสมอ (ឆស្មើ/ เสฺมี) 

Concerning Khmer words that changed both consonant and vowel forms, 
there were 35 words found in Nirat Thansok. For example,  กระจาย (ខ្ច យ/ ขฺจาย)  กะทง (ខ្ទង់/ ขฺทง่)  
จมูก (ក្រចមុោះ/ จฺรมุะ)  ชวด  (ជូត/ ชูต)  ดิน ( ី/ ฎี)  ตะโพก (ក្រតឆរែ/ ตฺรโพก)  ทับทิม (ររឹម/ ททึม)  บรรทม (ែ្
រំុ/ ผฺท ฺ)  ประดับ (ក្រប្ដាប់្/ บฺรฎาบ่)  ประเสริฐ (ក្រប្ឆស្ើរ/ บฺรเสีร)  พนม (ភ្នំ/ ภฺน )  พลัด (ក្ររស់្/ พฺราส่)  มะกรูด 
(ក្រែូច/   กฺรูจ)  มะรุม (ក្រមុម/ มฺรุม)  รัญจวน (រជួំល/ ร ชวล)  ร าคาญ (រខំ្ន/ ร ขาน)  ละลาย (រោយ/ รลาย)
ละเอียด (លអិត/ ลฺอิต)  ส าหรับ (សំ្ ប់្/  ส ราบ่)  อักอ่วน (រអាែ់រឆអើ/ รอาก่รเอี) 

 

 

 2) The Analysis of Meaning 
 There were 146 words which retained their original meaning  found in the 
literary work titled Nirat Thansok. For example, กระจาย กระแจะ ครอง คลาไคล จมูก ฉลัก เฉลิม ช าระ 
เชิญ ดล เดิร ตระโพก ตรู ถวาย นาง ประดับ ปราบ เปรียบ ผลาญ พงา พนม มะกรูด มะเมีย มะแม รก า ระวาง 
ลม่อม ละลาย ล าดวน เสร็จ แสดง อาจ เอง ค า Regarding Khmer words that narrowed in meaning, there 
were 27 words found in the text. For example, กรุง ขนง ควร ฉลอง เชิงเทียม บรรทม ผจง ฝูง เพรง ละออง 
โลม สนุก เสนาะ As for Khmer words that transformed in meaning, there were 10 words observed 
in the text. There were, กังวล จง วังเวง สรวล และเสนาะ  

As for Khmer words that transformed in meaning, there were 10 words 
observed in the text. For example, กง ขัน ตระการ เตร็จ แปลก วังเวง สลวย อ่อน 
 

Accordingly, the findings of the analysis of Khmer words above suggest that 
the features of Khmer words used in Kap He Rue, Nirat Thanthongdeang, and Nirat Thansok 
indicate that the word forms and meanings found both remain and change their forms throughout 
the literary works of Prince Dhammadhibet. These findings can be used for further study of Khmer 
loanwords in Thai literary works during the late of Ayutthaya Period. 
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7.2 Conclusion of the Study 
This research was conducted to study the analysis of Khmer words that appeared in the 

literary works of Prince Dhammadhibet: Kap He Rue, Nirat Thanthongdeang, and Nirat Thansok, 
specifically focused on Khmer word forms and meanings. The findings indicate two specific 
important features as follows:  
 

7.2.1 Word forms  
According to the analysis and results, the usage of Khmer words were observed in 

the literary works of Kap He Rue, Nirat Thanthongdeang, and Nirat Thansok as presented in the 
table below:  
 

Table shows the features of Khmer words appear in Thai literary work of Kap He Rue, Nirat 
Thanthongdeang, and Nirat Thansok 

 

 
Title 

Words that retain 
original forms 

Words that change 
consonant forms 

Words that change 
vowel forms 

Words that change 
both consonant and 

vowel forms 

  
Total 

Word Count 

 

Percentage 

Word 
count 

Percentage 
 

Word 
count 

Percentage 
 

Word 
count 

Percentage 
 

Word 
count 

Percentage 
 

 Kap He Rua  26 43.33 11 18.33 10 16.67 13 21.67 60 100 
 Nirat 

Thanthongdeang 
48 30.57 39 24.84 24 15.29 46 29.30 157 100 

 Nirat Thansok 66 37.08 37 20.79 40 22.47 35 19.66 178 100 
 

According to the data presented in the table above, the usage of Khmer words 
which retained original forms in all three Thai literary works were as follows: Kap He Rua at 43.33 
percent, Nirat Thanthongdeang at 30.57 percent, and Nirat Thansok at 37.08 percent of the the 
total Khmer words that appeared in those stories.  
 

The appearance of Khmer words in Kap He Rua and Nirat Thansok, which have 
similar features of word forms in both stories, include words that change both consonant and 
vowel, consonant forms, and vowel forms. As for Kap He Rua, the changes to word forms 
mentioned above were 21.67 percent, 18.33 percent, and 16.67 percent respectively. As for Nirat 
Thanthongdeang, the changes to word forms mentioned above were 29.30 percent, 24.84 
percent, and 15.29 percent respectively. 
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Nirat Thansok has different features of Khmer words that appear in the story: words 
that change vowel forms, consonant forms, and both vowel and consonant forms at 22.47 
percent, 20.79 percent, and 19.66 percent respectively.  
 

7.2.2 Meaning 
According to the analysis and results, the meaning of Khmer words in Kap He Rue, 

Nirat Thanthongdeang, and Nirat Thansok can be categorized as presented in the table below:  
 

Table shows the contextual meaning of the usage of Khmer words that appeared in Thai literary 
work of Kap He Rue, Nirat Thanthongdeang, and Nirat Thansok 

 

Title 

Words that retain the original 
meaning 

Words that narrow meaning 
 

Words that transform 
meaning 

 
Total Words 

  
Percentage 

 
  

Word count Percentage 
 

Word count Percentage 
 

Word count Percentage 
 

Kap He Rua 35 58.33 15 25 10 16.67 60 100 
Nirat Thanthongdeang 122 77.71 25 15.92 10 6.37 157 100 

Nirat Thansok 146 82.02 27 15.17 5 2.81 178 100 
 

Regarding the data presented in the table, the contextual meaning of Khmer words 
in all three Thai literary works shared a similar order. Most of the usage of Khmer words in these 
stories retains the original meaning, some words were narrowed in meaning, and other words 
transformed their meaning.  

 

As for Kap He Rua, the contextual meaning of Khmer words mentioned above were 
58.33 percent, 25 percent, and 16.67 percent respectively. Concerning Nirat Thanthongdeang, the 
contextual meaning of Khmer words mentioned above were 77.71 percent, 15.92 percent, and 
6.37 percent respectively. Regarding Nirat Thansok, the contextual meaning of Khmer words 
mentioned above were 82.02 percent, 15.17 percent, and 2.81 percent respectively. 

 

Regarding the findings, it is found that the usage of most Khmer words in Kap He 
Rua, Nirat Thanthongdeang, and Nirat Thansok retained the original word forms, and changes in 
consonant and vowel forms accordingly. As for the analysis of meaning, the findings were similar 
as the results of word forms.  Most Khmer words in each of the three literary works retained their 
original meaning while some were narrowed, and a few transformed meanings.  
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     However, the findings strongly supported the argument that the usage of Khmer words 
was influential in Thai literary works during late Ayutthaya period. According to these three Thai 
literary works, this study could be used as a guideline for studying Khmer words in Thai literature, 
specifically word forms and meaning. These guidelines can help us understand the features of 
Khmer words, interpret their meaning, and fully understand words in Thai literary works.  
 
7.3 Recommendations for Further Study 

7.3.1  This research can be applied for further use as a case study of the usage of 
loanwords from Khmer language to expand the understanding of the features of Khmer words 
that appear in Thai literary works.  

7.3.2 According to the discussion of the findings, the findings can be expanded and applied 
in different research areas, such as the Khmer words that appear in other Thai literary works in 
terms of word forms and meanings, the works of contemporary Thai-Khmer literature works which 
have a similar storyline, or the literatures which come from a similar background. All of these 
recommendations for further research will be greatly beneficial for the study of language and 
literary works in the future.  
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